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ABSTRACT
Recommendation systems facilitate users retrieving contents they
might like but not aware of yet. Furthermore, an effective recom-
mendation system can potentially increase users’ retention and
conversion rate. One critical challenge for building a recommender
system lies in the existence of cold start cases when we have sparse
records for certain users or items: without enough rating data about
a new song or a new user, it is necessary to rely on auxiliary in-
formation to perform effective recommendation. In the first task
of WSDM Cup 2018, we challenge the participants to solve the
abovementioned challenges in building a music recommendation
system. The 2nd task of the Cup focuses on churn prediction. For
a subscription business, accurately predicting churn is critical to
its long-term success as even a slight variation in churn can sig-
nificantly affect the profits. In this task, participants are asked to
build an algorithm that predicts whether a user will churn after
their subscription expires. The competition data and award are
provided by KKBOX, a leading music streaming service company
from Taiwan.
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1 TASK ON MUSIC RECOMMENDATION
SYSTEM

Not many years ago, it was inconceivable that the same person
would listen to the Beatles, Vivaldi, and Lady Gaga on their morn-
ing commute. However, the glory days of Radio DJs have passed,
and musical gatekeepers have been replaced with personalizing
algorithms and unlimited streaming services.

While the public’s now listening to all kinds of music, recom-
mender systems still struggle in key areas such as the cold start
problem[7][1] and context aware recommendation [6][8]. This chal-
lenge focuses on address such concerns for a music recommenda-
tion task.

In this task, participants are asked to predict the chances of a user
listening to a song repetitively after the first observable listening
event within a time window was triggered. If there are recurring
listening event(s) triggered within a month after the user’s very first
observable listening event, its target is marked 1, and 0 otherwise
in the dataset.

1.1 Data Description
KKBOX provides training data consisting information of the first
observable listening event for each unique user-song pair within
specific time duration. Moreover, we provide the metadata of our
users and songs. What worth to mention is, participants are encour-
aged to use public external data in this data challenge.

The statistics of data are listed in Table 1 and file names represent
the files we released on the competition platform, Kaggle.com[5][4].
The training data contains the contextual information, such as
System tab, Screen name, and Source type, of listening events. What
is worth to note is, within the training data, there are 17.5% of
users and 83% of items have less then 10 observations, 1 illustrate
cumulative probability of number of observations of each user and
item, respectively. This phenomenon indicates we have cold start
problem both for users and items and item cold start problem seems
more severe then user cold start problem. The schema of training
data is available on the competition platform [5].

1.2 Evaluation Metrics
We formulate the recommendation challenge as a ranking task.
Thus, we employ Area under ROC curve as our evaluation metrics.
It is a de-facto standard for highly imbalanced data.
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Table 1: Overall metrics of the dataset of recommendation
challenge

description training
data

metadata of
songs

metadata of
users

number of rows 7,377,418 2,296,320 34,403

Figure 1: cumulative probablity of number of observations

2 TASK ON CHURN PREDICTION
For a subscription business, accurately predicting churn is criti-
cal to its long-term success. There have been several challenges
associating with churn prediction in the past [9][3][2].

KKBOX, as the leading music streaming service in Asia, is sup-
ported by advertising and paid subscriptions. The success of such
delicate business model relies heavily on accurately predicting
churn of their paid users.

2.1 Data Description
In this task, participants will be predicting whether a user will
churn after their subscription expires. Specifically, we want to see if
a user make a new service subscription transaction within 30 days
after their current membership expiration date.

As a music streaming service provider, KKBOX has members
subscribe to their service. When the subscription is about to expire,
the user can choose to renew, or cancel the service. They also are
given the option to auto-renew, despite their membership can still
be cancelled at any time.

The definition of churn/renewal can be tricky due to KKBOX’s
subscription model. Since the majority of the subscription length
is 30 days, a lot of users re-subscribe every month. The key fields
to determine churn/renewal are transaction date, membership ex-
piration date, and is_cancel. Note that the is_cancel field indicates
whether a user actively cancels a subscription. Note that a cancella-
tion does not imply the user has churned. A user may cancel service
subscription due to change of service plans or other reasons. Here
we define "churn" as: no new valid service subscription within 30
days after the current membership expires. Concrete examples are
listed on competition site [4]

Table 2 shows the statistics of the data released. The training
and testing data are selected from users whose membership expire
within a certain month. The training data consists of users whose
subscription expire within the month of February 2017, and the
testing data is with users whose subscription expire within the
month of March 2017. This means we are looking at user churn or
renewal roughly in the month of March 2017 for training set, and

the user churn or renewal roughly in themonth of April 2017. In this
dataset, KKBOX has included a variety types of users behaviors. For
example, a user could actively cancel the subscription, but renew
within 30 days.

The schema of transaction log, training data, user behavioral log
and user meta table is available on the competition platform [4].

Table 2: Overall metrics of the dataset of churn prediction

description training
data

user logs transactions members

number of
rows

970961 18396363 1431010 6769474

2.2 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metric for this competition is Log Loss as follows

−
1
N

N∑
i=1

[yi log pi + (1 − yi ) log (1 − pi )]

where yi is the actual label, i.e., is_churn, of sample i and pi is
the predicted probability of the sample’s label equals to 1.

3 METRICS OF COMPETITION
Based on the data presented on competition platform, Kaggle [5][4],
there are 1096 teams ,formed by 1284 individual competitors joined
recommendation challenge, and 526 teams, formed by 780 individ-
ual competitors joined churn prediction on December 14, 2017.
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